Notes
Introduction camps (Cardwell 10, 31). The temptation to start anew, from a hermeneutical tabula rasa so to speak, in order to avoid futile contention and further redundancy, has its own drawbacks. Apart from the danger of preaching dialogism while practicing a monologue, this approach would ungenerously elide the valuable contributions to a fi eld that (in the Gadamerian spirit guiding this book) would undoubtedly profi t from more inclusive and less dogmatic evaluations. In Adaptation Revisited Sarah Cardwell offers an intelligent overview of the salient critical trajectories, interpretive methodologies, and theoretical frameworks that have shaped the relatively young fi eld of adaptation studies (43-76).
4. Robert Stam demonstrated the kind of rhetorical bias that has accompanied adaptation, exiling it in this kind of no-man's land: "Infi delity resonates with overtones of Victorian prudishness; betrayal evokes ethical perfi dy; deformation implies aesthetic disgust; violation calls to mind sexual violence; vulgarization conjures up class degradation; and desecration intimates a kind of religious sacrilege toward the 'sacred word' " ("Beyond Fidelity" 54; see similar arguments in McFarlane, Novel 12; Géloin 136-37; and Leitch 6-7). One could add to the list the widespread tendency, still predominant in Italy, to discuss any adaptation as a riduzione, a term favored even by such a subtle scholar as Pio Baldelli (Film 12). Analogous to the English "abridgment" (reduction, emendation, digest), this term has obvious limiting connotations based on the truism that fi lmmakers generally condense the events of the novels they adapt. On the "elegiac discourse of loss" marking the rhetoric of adaptation see Stam, "Introduction" 3.
5. While I share Bakhtin's view of the hybridism and "doubleness" of the marketplace, I do not agree with his notion of the "extraterritoriality" of the marketplace from "offi cial order and offi cial ideology" (Rabelais 154). The marketplace is not a pure outside but, rather, the crossroads of numerous cultural and ideological forces. It is a place where the discourse of authority comes into play with subversive and distorting discourses, in various constellations of power, infl uence, and outcome (Stallybrass and White 27-31).
6. Undoubtedly, the selection of fi lms and narratives that I discuss in this book could have been extended to other cultural areas as well. I chose to engage in dialogues with the fi lms and texts in their original idioms and therefore limited my study to works in the languages that I know.
7. For a detailed discussion of how adaptation studies have tended to promote the "intellectual priority and formal superiority of canonical novels" and have regarded cinema as "belated, middlebrow, or culturally inferior," see Naremore, "Introduction" 6; Micciché, La ragione 153; Leitch 2-5; and the excellent study by Stam, "Beyond Fidelity: The Dialogics of Adaptation," the main points of which are expanded and reassessed in his "Introduction" to the volume Literature and Film.
8. To borrow Gérard Genette's words, adaptation is a quintessentially transtextual enterprise-a conscious effort to "put one text in a relationship . . . with other texts" (Palimpsests 1). On the notion of "contested homage" see Greenberg 115; and on the "palimpsestuous" nature of adaptation see Hutcheon (via Genette): "An adaptation is a derivation that is not derivative-a work that is second without being secondary. It is its own palimpsestic thing" (A Theory of Adaptation 9). Adaptation is "repetition . . . without replication [involving] both memory and change, persistence and variation" (A Theory of Adaptation 173).
9. In the ample fi eld of fi delity studies the defense of a fi lm's need to remain true to the literary original fi nds one of the most eloquent, if debatable, articulations in Gene D. Phillips's Hemingway and Film (1980) . With their belief that fi lm can (and should) reproduce faithfully the content of an original literary matrix, studies like Phillips's help cement "unexamined assumptions about the relative cultural status of literature and fi lm" (Marcus 24). Besides corroborating the normative cultural authority of literature over fi lm, these source-driven views fail to account for the so-called original's cultural richness and isolate it in an abstract, if independent, vacuum-a model that the copy strives to replicate either in "the letter or the spirit." Although, by failing to address the transformative power of adaptation, the act of reproducing the letter of an "original" has limited aesthetic and cultural value, the very possibility of defi ning what the "spirit" (also defi ned as "intention," "style," "tone," or "feeling/ethos") of the source might have been is a questionable enterprise. "Fidelity to the letter, in contrast to fi delity to the spirit," writes Christopher Orr, "can after all be verifi ed" (74) . See also Sinyard, "Lids" 147; Andrew, "Adaptation" 31-32; McFarlane, Novel 8-9; and Seger 157. "The mens auctoris," Gadamer writes in the foreword to the second edition of Truth and Method, "is not admissible as a yardstick for the meaning of a work of art" (xxxi). Besides fetishizing the ethos of the Implicit Author as the omniscient impersonal consciousness of God, to quote Barthes (Image 111), and offering no objectively measurable criteria, the concept of "spiritual fi delity" implies that of an "ideal viewer" implicitly inscribed in the fi lm. Rather than speaking of novelist, director, and ideal reader or viewer as sharing "a particular . . . artistic temperament and preoccupations" (Sinyard, "Lids" 147)-a notion that carries a number of elitist implications-I recommend identifying the specifi c intellectual community that recognizes and favors certain interpretive lines in order to engage them critically and dialogically. For other indictments of the orthodoxy of faithful adaptation see Cardwell 9-25. A criticism of the "equivalency" approach (the idea that the fi lmmaker fi nds the equivalents in fi lm for the novelist's techniques) can be found in Stam, "Introduction" 18-19. Intertextual and dialogical approaches (esp. Barthes, Kristeva, and Bakhtin) are powerful allies to adaptation studies in their belief that all production is reproduction of already existing cultural materials. By debunking normative notions of authorship and originality, these approaches focus on the transformation, recontextualization, and refunctioning of shared cultural forms. 10. "fra cinema e letteratura si leva la barriera discriminante, rappresentata da due 'mezzi' fondamentalmente diversi" (Le parole 238).
11. Kamilla Elliott has debunked this opinion in an ambitious discussion of the problematic history of the "word/image" divide that examines, with adaptation, hybrid forms such as illustrated novels and worded fi lms.
12. "inscindibile dalle forme in cui è stato calato" (cited in Micciché, La ragione 166). 13 . For a detailed reading of early critics of adaptation either in the name of the purity and uniqueness of the media (Vachel Lindsay, Béla Balázs) or in defense of high art against the vampiric attacks of mass culture (Woolf, Arendt, Newman, Peary and Shatzkin), see Boyum 3-13; Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation 2-3, 34-35; Ross 1-4; and, especially, Groensteen and Gaudreault 9-20; and Elliott 1-2, 11-16. Useful comments are also in Marcus 13-19; Stam, "Beyond Fidelity" 54; Naremore, "Introduction" 2-3; and Corrigan 29-33. For a meticulous overview of the academic biases and ideological purposes sustaining the belief in the unique nature of cinematic representation, and a detailed critique of medium-specifi c arguments, see Carroll 1-78; and Cardwell 43-48. While efforts to state the unique features of one art form as opposed to another have a long critical history (references to G. E. Lessing's Laocöon abound in adaptation studies), the problems with fi lm, one of the most synthesizing and inclusive art forms, become more subtle (see Klein 3; Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation 35) . In Susan Sontag's view fi lm is a "kind of pan-art" ("A Note" 245) and in Boyum's a "melting pot" medium, one that "not only shares each and every one of its qualities with other art forms, but combines the effects of all of them-an art that can incorporate pretty much any other art" (Boyum 12, 15). For a more general view of the interdependent and composite union of the arts see ; and Moholy-Nagy 270-352.
14. For a detailed overview of critical positions for and against the severability of story and discourse see Marcus 11-12. For an application of Boris Tomaševskij's distinction between fabula and sjužet to adaptation theory see Gaudreault and Marion 32-52.
15. Heteroglossia, as explained by Michael Holquist, is "the base condition governing the operation of meaning in any utterance. It is that which insures the primacy of context over text. At any given time, in any given place, there will be a set of conditions-social, historical . . .-that will insure that a word uttered in that place and at that time will have a meaning different than it would have under any other conditions" (Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination 428).
16. "All translation," writes Theo Hermans, "implies a degree of manipulation of the source text for a certain purpose" (11). On the notion of "transcultural adaptations" as "indigenization" see Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation 148-53. More generally, on adaptation as translation, see Stam, "Beyond Fidelity" 62-64; and, especially, Cattrysse, "Film (Adaptation) as Translation" and Pour une théorie 1-42.
17. For Barthes's analysis of the process of fi liation see Image 160-61. 18. See also Miller, "Narrative" 66. On the concept of "narrare cinematografi co" see Micciché, La ragione 147-77. On the centrality of narrative to both fi ction and fi lm see also McFarlane, Novel 11- 13. 19. "arti dell'azione narrativa" (Micciché, La ragione 169). On narrative as a way of "comprehending space, time, and causality" in fi lm see Branigan, Narrative 33-55. See also Richardson 4.
20. George Bluestone held the opposite belief in his pioneering Novels into Films, where he argued that "between the percept of the visual image and the concept of the mental image lies the root difference between the two media" (1) . As late as 2005, John C. Tibbetts and James M. Welsh's introduction to The Encyclopedia of Novels into Films reiterated the stubborn rhetoric that continues to evaluate the two media in an oppositional and hierarchical logic: "Literature and fi lm . . . : the conjunction is not necessarily conjugal and the word and is deceptive, for it functions to link opposing elements and mentalities-art and commerce, individual creativity and collaborative fabrication, culture and mass culture, the verbal and the visual" (xv 26. Though admitting that there can be no neat pigeonholes, Geoffrey Wagner, for example, recognizes three modes of adaptation: (a) transposition (an authoritative novel is given directly to the screen with a minimum of interference); (b) commentary (a novel is altered and restructured by the different intention on the part of the fi lmmaker); (c) analogy (a novel is considerably altered for the sake of making another work of art) (222-27). Similar groupings (defi ned as "literal," "critical," and "free") are also in Klein 9-10. More useful, for my study, is Andrew's defi nition of borrowing, which he separates from the other adaptive categories of fi delity and transformation (comparable to Wagner's transposition) and intersection. Borrowing emphasizes the "generality" of the adapted material, its "existence as a continuing form of archetype in culture." In this form of adaptation the encounter between adapting and adapted texts occurs on the level of the great "fructifying symbol and mythical patterns of civilization" ("Adaptation" 30). The opposite of borrowing, intersecting is a refusal of adaptation. It defi nes "works that foreground the otherness and distinctiveness of the original text, initiating a dialectic interplay between the aesthetic forms of one period and the cinematic forms of our own period," thus requiring that we "attend to the specifi city of the original within the specifi city of cinema" ("Adaptation" 31). More recently, Elliott has structured the adaptive relationship between fi ction and fi lm according to six "concepts" (specifi cally, the "psychic," "ventriloquist," "genetic," "de(re)composing," "incarnational," and "trumping" concepts) (133-83). Thomas Leitch has provided the most fl exible reading so far, with the ten categories of "celebration," "adjustment," "neoclassic imitation," "revision," "colonization," "metacommentary," "analogue," "parody and pastiche," "secondary, tertiary, or quaternary imitation," and "allusion." While these categories offer the assurance of classifi cation and order, one would be hard-pressed to establish with any kind of analytical rigor where to place, for example, the borderline between commentary and transposition. Leitch himself argues that although his ten categories "might seem to form a logical progression from faithful adaptation to allusion, they are embarrassingly fl uid," as even the most straightforward adaptations make use of different intertextual strategies (123, 124). Furthermore, as Cartmell and Whelehan warned, often hidden in these taxonomies are "value judgments and a consequent ranking of types" that tend to favor literary over cinematic perspectives ("Introduction" 2). I do not organize the works I study according to these categories, as I am more interested in hybrid crossovers than normative taxonomies.
27. See also McFarlane, Novel 20. 28. For a defi nition of the novel as an "ever-developing" genre see Bakhtin, The Dialogic 3-40. Boris Eikhenbaum argued that adaptation involves a dynamics of both differentiation and syncretization, a process where the assimilation of elements from other arts involves restructuring these elements in novel and heterogeneous arrangements (10).
29. In spite of his argument defending the "root difference" between fi lm and fi c tion, Bluestone acknowledged that they were both protean forms that assimilated numerous other media, thus paving an interpretive road that he himself did not fully follow (7) (8) .
30. In the case of fi ction and fi lm, specifi cally, adaptation transforms and enriches the single-track mode of the novel (the written word) into the multitrack and multiformat modes of fi lm (moving photographic images, performance, music, sound effects and phonetic sounds, written materials, etc.).
31. For a discussion of "paper beings" see Barthes, Image 111. 32. On how different media presuppose varied audiences, "whose demands condition and shape artistic content," see Bluestone 31-45. See also Casetti, "Adaptation and Mis-adaptations" 81-91; and Rentschler 3-7.
33. As Bluestone emphasized in discussing the role of big business and the Production Code in Hollywood fi lms, adapters must be able to negotiate between the different sets of requirements and conventions that defi ne the institutional status of literature and cinema (34-45).
34. Acting, costume, and setting, for example, are semiotic codes shared by fi lm and theater; however, the conventions of these codes change from one medium to the other and are subject to cultural and historical specifi cities. It is understood today that stage acting is different from cinematic acting, but it was not so at the dawn of cinema (in the tradition of the Italian Kolossals of the early twentieth century, for example). A veil worn by an actress playing a Sicilian nineteenth-century peasant has a different meaning from a veil worn by someone playing a woman in contemporary Iran. A kiss between two men has a different meaning altogether in the setting of The Godfather compared to that of Brokeback Mountain. As we will see, the sociocultural implications of using a hobo as the main character in The Postman Always Rings Twice are both similar and different from those of using a vagrant in fascist Italy, as depicted in Ossessione.
35. For a punctual analysis of the difference between "deep structures" and "surface structures" see Greimas 793-97.
36. On fi lm and literature as "versions of mythmaking" see McConnell 3-20. 37. We can read this to include the activity of the director who leads the collective making of a fi lm, and the pathos of involved audiences, who, in diverse situations will interrogate and respond to the text and the fi lm in different ways.
38. See Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation 79-85. The relative importance given to collaboration and authorial control depends, of course, on many variables, including the director's temperament and style, but this does not deny that even the most selfrefl exive fi lms are the product of complex collaborative practices. My use of the term orchestration refers to Bakhtin's view of the author as the "orchestrator" of varied and preexisting discourses.
39. For an excellent discussion of Gadamer's critique of Descartes and post-Cartesian philosophy, particularly of the notion of methodical doubt and the possibility to rid oneself of all prejudices and former opinions, see R. 42. On the use of the printed and spoken word in fi lm to undermine a too drastic word/image divide see Elliott; Morrissette 13; and Cardwell 36-38.
43. I am emphasizing cultural difference and specifi city, but professional and academic training should be taken into consideration, too. Compared to fi lm and television theorists, scholars working from a literature perspective bring differing expertise, training, knowledge, and prejudices to adaptation studies (Cardwell 40). The hermeneutical potential of their encounter is shadowed only by the intensity of their rivalry.
44. This exercise in understanding implies, therefore, an overcoming (but not abolition) of individual particularities. Understanding implies an act of translation (or, in our case, adaptation) from something that is initially "foreign" to the interpreter but in some ways binding for his or her reading (Grondin 43). The otherness of a specifi c hermeneutical object must be rendered in terms that are present and relevant to the interpreter, and this is particularly appropriate when stories migrate and mutate across times and cultures. In the context of this book, Cain's and Visconti's renditions of the classical concept of fate in the milieus of Depression-era California and fascist Italy, respectively, exemplify this view. We are not dealing with a process of substitution here, where a boilerplate, if exotic, idea ("fate") is superimposed onto different and more familiar settings. Rather, what we witness is how (and why) specifi c interpreters chose to mediate a concept that was formulated in ancient Greece and came to them and their audiences with all the uncanny otherness of cultural and epochal distance. Cain and Visconti interpreted and refunctioned the alien notion of fate in terms pertinent and signifi cant to their respective subject matters, thus inviting fresh interpretations. Understanding, therefore, results from the interaction among various hermeneutical "situations" (but one could use Dewey's notion of experience, via Hegel's Erfahrung, as well). These hermeneutical situations inspire, enrich, and illuminate one another and together reach what Gadamer, through Nietzsche and Husserl, defi ned as the "fusion of horizons" ("Horizontverschmelzung"), which allows deeper and broader understanding (Truth 302).
45. Using a simple metaphor, Gadamer argues that "if we put ourselves in someone else's shoes, for example, then we will understand him-i.e. become aware of the otherness, the indissoluble individuality of the other person-by putting ourselves in his position" (Truth 305). Gadamer is adamant to avoid misunderstanding in this sense:
Do not make me say what I have not in fact said; and I have not said that when we listen to someone or when we read we ought to forget our own opinions or shield ourselves against forming an anticipatory idea about the content of communication. In reality, to be open to "other people's opinions," to a text, and so forth, implies right off that they are situated in my system of opinions, or better, that I situate myself in relation to them. . . . A consciousness formed by the authentic hermeneutical attitude will be receptive to the origins and entirely foreign features of that which comes to it from outside its own horizons. ("The Problem" 151)
In tune with this approach, my readings of adaptive practices embrace the Foucauldian notion of the anonymity of the authorial (and interpretive) function only insofar as it agrees that this function is quintessentially hybrid, made of a plethora of preexisting discourses and often fi ssured by silences and gaps, but does not deny presence and intentionality in favor of an endless play of Derridean dissemination.
46. I borrow the notion of "knowing audience" from Hutcheon (A Theory of Adaptation 120).
47. Hutcheon defi nes adaptation as "repetition with variation"-a practice and experience where the comfort of ritual is combined with (I would rather say estranged by) surprise, and the challenge of change is familiarized by acts of recollection and recognition (A Theory of Adaptation 4). 50. Ricci's Ligabue is neither a comprehensive nor an objective catalogue raisonné but an apparently random selection of Ligabue's bizarre paintings interspersed with the impassioned, lyrical, and meandering commentary by Ligabue's famed conterraneo, the screenwriter Cesare Zavattini. Zavattini's suggestive biographical vignettes of Ligabue's nomadic wanderings along the riverbanks, poplar woods, and mosquito-infested lowlands of la bassa translate the vivid concreteness of Ligabue's world with all the referential intensity and material vigor of the language of neorealism. At the same time, Zavattini does not attempt to explain away the estranging otherness of Ligabue and his art. Rather, he draws on lyrical indirection and analogical approximation to evoke its mystery, de facto declining to impose the interpreter's intellectual mastery on Ligabue's uncanny heterologies but letting them bring their estranging potential into the new hermeneutical context in which they participate.
51. The analogy between the unconscious and cinema, which Bertolucci invoked often, has a long critical history and is emphasized by the poets of the Dada and surrealist period (Morrissette 13). Theorists from Munsterberg to Eikhenbaum and Metz would argue that psychoanalytical theories are particularly well suited to analyzing fi lm, given its analogies with the structures of the subconscious and the language of dreams.
52. For a critique of the view that sees adaptations as hopeless imitations of an unreachable Platonic ideal, see Ray 127-28. Similarly, Bruce Kawin started his infl uential work on repetition in fi ction and fi lm by stating that "the growth of a work, even from one identical line to another, makes exact repetition impossible" (7) .
53. See Branigan, Point of View 127-32; and Metz, L'énonciation 79-83. 54. For an inspiring discussion of the "generative" power of topological manipulations such as interior duplication, inner refl ection, mise en abyme, reversal, infolding, turning inside out "to produce a radically new kind of novel and fi lm," see Morrissette 1-11 and 141-56. On the notion of displacement see Casetti, "Adaptation" 83; Bernardi; and Andrew, Concepts 154.
55. In "Pour une approche sociocritique de l'adaptation cinématographique: L'exemple de Mort à Venise," Monique Carcaud-Macaire and Jeanne-Marie Clerc create the defi nition of the "tiers interprétant" (based on Louis Quéré's notion of the "tiers sym-bolisant") to designate the mechanism of dynamic mediation between fi ction and fi lm along sociocultural lines.
56. " 'sempre eguale' a partire dal sempre diverso" (Fortini 245). 57. On "the tracing and singling out of a 'convenient' structure within the continuous magma of reality" see Bettetini 59. On adaptation as "dialogical" enterprise see also Géloin 138-48. 10. In one of U.S.A.'s early chapters Dos Passos reported this fragment of retiring governor Hazen S. Pingree's address to the Michigan State Legislature: "I make the prediction that unless those in charge and in whose hands legislation is reposed do not change the present system of inequality, there will be a bloody revolution in less than a quarter of a century in this great country of ours" (35) . In the following thirteen hundred pages Dos Passos recorded in painstaking detail the increasing sense of frustration and futility that followed the failure of Pingree's prediction.
11. Two years after Cain's The Postman Always Rings Twice, Dos Passos paints a remarkably similar scene of destitute bleakness:
The young man waits at the edge of the concrete, with one hand he grips a rubbed suitcase of phony leather, the other hand almost making a fi st, thumb up . . . went to school, books said opportunity, ads promised speed, own your home, shine bigger than your neighbor, the radiocrooner whispered girls, ghosts of platinum girls coaxed from the screen, millions in winnings were chalked up on the boards in the offi ces, paychecks were for hands willing to work, the cleared desk of an executive with three telephones on it; waits with swimming head, needs knot the belly, idle hands numb, besides the speeding traffi c. A hundred miles down the road. (U.S.A. 1183-84) 12. The phrase "gossamer fi delity" comes from "The Black Cat": "There is something in the unselfi sh and self-sacrifi cing love of a brute, which goes directly to the heart of him who has had frequent occasion to test the paltry friendship and gossamer fi delity of mere Man" (200).
13. "Mad am I not-and very surely I do not dream" (Poe, "The Black Cat" 199).
CHAPTER TWO: Myth in the Mirror of History
Epigraph. Ci si accorse, durante quegli anni di studio, che l'America non era un altro paese, un nuovo inizio della storia, ma soltanto il gigantesco teatro dove con maggiore franchezza che altrove veniva recitato il dramma di tutti. 3. According to Adelio Ferrero: "la narrativa americana è presente soltanto come riferimento molto generale, soltanto a livello di suggestioni che Visconti-a suo modo al gruppo di Cinema-poteva trarre dalle letture e dalle proposizioni di alcuni suoi compagni di strada" ("American narrative is present only as a very general reference, and only at the level of some suggestions that Visconti, who in his own way was tied to the group of 'Cinema,' was gathering from the readings and ideas of some of his travel companions") (18). Similarly, Fernaldo Di Giammatteo argued that "Il fenomeno Ossessione . . . non rientrava in quel 'revival' americano di cui tanto si è parlato, e favoleggiato, a proposito delle radici del neorealismo" ("the phenomenon of Ossessione . . . was not part of that American 'revival' about which so much has been said, and invented, regarding the roots of neorealism") (8-9). Undoubtedly, the hasty dismissal of The Postman Always Rings Twice as the source for Ossessione depends, in part, on the exegetical vicissitudes of Cain's novel in its own homeland. In spite of their success among the large reading public, authoritative interpreters such as Edmund Wilson scornfully labeled Cain's novels as the "Devil's parody of the movies," in their use of "the wooden old conventions of Hollywood," and their exploitation of "sex, debauchery, [and] unpunished crime" (21-22).
4. On the infl uence of French cinema in Ossessione see Baldelli, Luchino Visconti 21-25; Nowell-Smith 14-15; and Mangini 259-70. Giovanni Leto makes a rather unconvincing case for Visconti's intellectual isolation in "Da Ossessione a Senso" 3-17.
5. Giuseppe Cintioli argues that in Ossessione "non [è] tanto la maniera di un Cain . . . che ha suggerito la vicenda, quanto certi sentiti fermenti di tutta una cultura osservata dal terreno italiano . . . denso di altri umori e di altre condanne" ("it [is]n't so much Cain's style . . . that suggested the story, but certain felt ferments of a whole culture observed from the Italian soil, . . . ripe with other moods and other denunciations") (53). According to Alicata, Visconti only borrowed the central theme of Cain's story: "una bella giovane, sposa di un marito anziano e brutto che si innamora di un giovane capitato per caso nel loro esercizio, e poi l'assicurazione, l'assassinio e la morte per inci-dente durante la fuga" ("A beautiful young woman marries an ugly elderly husband and falls in love with a young man who comes to their inn by chance. And then the insurance, the murder, and the accidental death during their escape") ("Lettera" 155). Visconti himself spoke of Cain's novel as a mere "traccia aneddotica" ("anecdotic outline"), adding that "qualunque altra vicenda avrebbe servito ugualmente" ("any other story would have been equally useful") (quoted in Baldelli, Luchino Visconti 55-56). Besides the obvious "anxiety of infl uence," Visconti's reticence in acknowledging the infl uence of The Postman Always Rings Twice on Ossessione may be related to the perceived literary value of Cain's works. In spite of Pavese's enthusiastic reviews, Cain was considered a second-rate novelist. For a dismissive evaluation of Cain's novel see also Kazin (386-88); and Mangini (260).
6. For an introductory discussion of the infl uence of American fi ction on neorealism (both literary and cinematic) see Bondanella, Italian Cinema 24-26.
7. In a 1984 preface to a new edition of Americana Claudio Gorlier discusses Vittorini's "singolari sopravvalutazioni" ("curious overestimations") of authors like Cain, Caldwell, and Saroyan in ideological rather than aesthetic terms. When Vittorini wrote to Valentino Bompiani "Hai visto . . . le mie note su Caldwell e Cain? Ci sarebbero magnifi ci libri da tradurre di questi due. Ma disgraziatamente sono tutti censurabili" ("Did you see.. . . my notes on Caldwell and Cain? There are great books to translate from these two authors. Unfortunately, they would all be subject to censorship"), he identifi ed the reasons for these authors' appeal: their scandalous themes were a slap in the face to fascist perbenismo (Gorlier xi-xii). The intensely personal and political engagement with American literature is especially evident in the creative, often idiosyncratic, translations of American classics provided by writers such as Vittorini, Pavese, Eugenio Montale, Guido Piovene, Giorgio Bassani, and Alberto Moravia, who translated Cain's short-story, "Il baritono."
8. Bassani published his Italian translation of The Postman Always Rings Twice in 1945.
9. According to Giuseppe De Santis,
As soon as we arrived in Ferrara, [we met] a budding writer . . .
[who] signed his name, then, Giacomo Marchi out of political necessity because he was of Jewish origin, but his real name was Giorgio Bassani. . . . Bassani was among the few in Italy to own an English copy of Cain's novel, which we had searched for in vain. . . . So Visconti . . . had the chance to read, fi nally, although too late (the dice of story and script were already cast) the impassioned pages that had inspired the story of Palude. Later, Bassani joined us during the shooting, seeing much of us and offering useful advice about setting our story in the authentic reality of the Po Valley and of Ferrara." (29-30) 10. "un episodio isolato, autosuffi ciente" (Di Giammatteo 8-9). 11. De Santis expressed the urgency of Visconti's need to emerge from the regime's cultural isolation when he discussed the abundance of pictorial and literary references that inspired what happened even "behind or on the periphery of the foreground action" in Ossessione (30). Although, on the one hand, the background highlighted the local realism of the setting ("life which continued fl owing on its own"), on the other hand, this realism was replete with allusions to broader experiential and aesthetic landscapes. A young woman listening to a song on the radio while combing her hair on the balcony of her house is part of the background for the fi rst encounter between Gino and Anita, a young dancer, whom he meets in the public gardens of Ferrara's Piazza Castello. This woman with her fl owing hair "alluded to a painting by Picasso in his still fi gurative, solar, mediterranean phase. . . . Evoked by the great painter, [this image] was also Andalusian and Catalan, an emblem of the Paris banlieue, of the peasant French midi, and, above all, it was a fl ag perched to affi rm once again our will to live on the cinematographic scene no longer confi ned to the provincial margins to which fascism had reduced us, but free and open within the heat of a poetic discourse sensitive to any echo or tremor that might reach us from no matter what corner of the cultural universe" (32) .
12. "un racconto . . . che si addentra nella storia ma che, insieme, la trascende" (Zaccaria xxiv).
13. "uno Zeitraum reale, una sorta di 'presente vissuto' . . . che ne accentua il sapore di . . . naturalistica pregnanza [e] in una specie di simbolico limbo, dove diventano altrettanti archetipi di se stessi" (Visconti 49).
14. Cain's Cora, Nick, and Frank become, respectively, Giovanna (Clara Calamai), Bragana (Juan de Landa), and Gino (Massimo Girotti) in Ossessione.
15. One of the most sustained attempts at subjective cinema adapted from hardboiled fi ction is Robert Montgomery's Lady in the Lake (1946), based on Raymond Chandler's detective novel. Montgomery shot the entire fi lm from the point of view of the protagonist, detective Phillip Marlowe, so the only time we see him is when he is refl ected in mirrors.
16. For a detailed list of structural equivalences and plot analogies, including similarities in dialogue and character presentation, between The Postman Always Rings Twice and Ossessione, see Micciché, Visconti 33-36.
17. "offre una composizione scenica da tragedia antica, che potrebbe svolgersi ed animarsi con qualche riduzione di spazio anche sulle tavole del palcoscenico" (Luchino Visconti 27).
18. See Giovanna's words to Gino after they become lovers: "Allora . . . dovrà pure accadere qualche cosa per noi . . ." ("Now, then, something has to happen for us"). Similarly cryptic is Giovanna's statement to Gino, before they get in the car that will kill Bragana: "Subito! . . . Capisci? Subito. . . ." ("Right now! . . . Do you understand? Right now. . . ."). The dinner scene at the Braganas' home, with Bragana's reference to a certain Saffi , killed "[da] uno dei suoi braccianti per via della moglie" ("[by] one of his hands because of his wife") anticipates his own murder. Everything in this scene-the characters' triangular arrangement at the dinner table, Bragana and Giovanna's squabble over the spicy food, the swinging lamp and impending storm, the cats in heat and Bragana's gun-anticipates the events to come (Visconti, Ossessione 37, 71, 45).
19. "Next thing I knew, I was down there with her, and we were staring in each other's eyes, and locked in each other's arms, and straining to get closer. Hell could have opened for me then, and it wouldn't have made any difference. I had to have her, if I hung for it. I had her" (Cain, Postman 46).
20. For a different interpretation, one that sees Ossessione as a nonpolitical fi lm, see Debreczeni 36-44.
21. De Santis may have thought of his native Fondi with its surrounding marshes as a possible setting for Ossessione. As evident in De Santis's humorous comments below, the differences between Cain's America and his childhood rural Ciociaria may have proven too profound to sustain Visconti's adaptive project. The Po Delta Valley, with "its culture of the soil on the threshold of technology," was a more viable counterpart to Cain's setting (29). Of the differences between Southern California and his Meridione, De Santis wrote:
[Cain's] novel was full of insurance on life, houses, cars, and on everything insurable; one saw depicted here the sleazy sexual atmosphere of drugstores and motels, of truckstops and diners strewn along the great American highwaysplaces frequented by vagrants of every race-and one was aware that the novel treated nomadism as a normal condition of life. In this vortex of incessant motion and among this heap of insurance papers, one breathed a steady air of sexuality and death. . . . Even to a blind man it would have been obvious that all this could have nothing to do with the archaic peace, the proud immobility, and the patriarchal dogma on whose breast rested without a jolt the people of my hometown located on a swamp. At Fondi the donkey and the bicycle still prevailed; the roads were not wider than a couple of ditches; of insurance we only knew the one given by a handshake between buyers and sellers; vagrants were allowed to circulate only on the occasion of the annual fair; and, fi nally, postmen did not knock on any door nor could they be expected to ring non-existent doorbells so that it was considered a great privilege if they peeked in your window to call you aloud; normally the few pieces of mail that arrived were customarily handed over to the friend, or a cousin, or to a neighbor encountered on the street by chance." (27) 22. giovanna. Questa è la vita, Gino. . . .
gino. Sì, questa è la vita fi nalmente, lontano da quella casa. . . . 24. According to De Santis, Swamp signifi ed, according to the fashion of those days, the moral sliminess of the story's protagonists, their gloomy, stagnant tragedy matured in the shadow of sinister interests and morbid sensuality. It was as usual Puccini (the best trained of us) who came up with that title. . . . Only when the editing was completed did Ossessione assume this title. . . . I'm sure that it was precisely the original title, so deliberately allusive, that stimulated Visconti and his collaborators to place, or rather to sink to the bottom, this sorrowful tale within a signifi cant territory where a literal swamp and not a metaphoric one could participate directly. In this case, the swamp was the plains that surrounded the anguished landscape of the Valleys of Comacchio in the Po delta with their dramatic fl air and their plenitude of human contents and backgrounds, considered by all of us so profound as to appear continuously traversed by fl ashes of dark presentiments just as our fi lm demanded." (25-26)
25. "una duplicità 'lineare.' I simboli nascono . . . per elisioni, sottointesi e ritorni di immagini" (Americana 2, 744).
26. See Van Watson: "Gino è più oggetto che soggetto dell'azione, viene oggettivato psicologicamente e visivamente" ("Gino is more the object than the subject of the action, he is objectivized both psychologically and visually") (88). Without reference to gender politics Henry Bacon notes that "the most obvious change" between novel and fi lm "is in the character of the protagonists." In the novel Frank is "quite active and shrewd; but at times the complexity of the situations in which he fi nds himself overwhelms him." In the fi lm he instead "drifts with the tide of events," often submitting to "the will of others" (17) .
27. The complexity of the Giovanna-Gino relationship emerges clearly from the contradictory relation between visual and aural messages. When Gino fi rst sees Giovanna, she is singing the refrain of a canzonetta ("popular song") entitled "Fiorin Fiorello" ("Tiny Flower"), which was brought to international fame in 1938 by Alfredo Clerici, who became well-known in the States as "Mr. Fiorin Fiorello." Written and composed by Vittorio Mascheroni and P. Mendes, the song was part of a musical trend that included "Reginella Campagnola" ("Country Queen"), "Campane" ("Bells"), and "Se vuoi goder la vita" ("If You Want to Enjoy Your Life"). These songs helped circulate the regime's celebration of rural values. Against the corruption of life in the city, fascism affi rmed the moral health of country life, arguing that Italy needed large families where the men worked the land and the women thrived in their roles of mothers, wives, and farmers. The feminine model, especially, was seen against the "moral decay" caused by women's emancipation in the Anglo-Saxon world. Put into Giovanna's voice, however, the carefree love of "Fiorin Fiorello" is ripe with ironic innuendos, as it anticipates the tragic affair between Gino and Giovanna.
28. Unlike Cain, Visconti treats the brutally sexual nature of the two protagonists' relationship by way of indirection, ellipsis, and the recurrence of symbolic imagery. With a witty sense of comedy Visconti uses poultry as the recurring metaphor in the sequence preceding Gino's offscreen seduction of Giovanna. The words from La Traviata ("Qual destino di passion" ["What passionate destiny"]) accompany the ungainly fl ight of four chickens, which cross the screen from left to right, apparently caught by a sudden gust of wind in the otherwise motionless landscape. Visconti's parody of the Dantean image of the doves caught in the storm, which introduces the episode of Paolo and Francesca in Inferno V, both foreshadows and debases Gino and Giovanna's torrid affair. The poultry imagery also relates to Bragana, who calls Gino a chicken thief and identifi es himself with the rooster's sexual prowess while distancing himself from the chicken's proverbial stupidity. The course of events comically reverses this self-interpretation, as Gino and Giovanna conspire to cheat and fi nally murder the unsuspecting and dim-witted patriarch.
29. On the identifi cation between our gaze and a character's gaze in a mirror, and his or her position in space, see Metz, L'énonciation 80.
30. As Baldelli notes: "gli oggetti perdono la propria autonomia per diventare strumenti e simboli del personaggio, posti a commento" ("objects lose their autonomy to become instruments and symbols of the character about whom they provide a commentary") (41) . Bacon underscores the symbolic relations between characters and space, particularly in the trattoria scenes: "Because there are only a few shots defi ning the different rooms of the trattoria as a whole, it is diffi cult to get a clear picture of the layout of the building" (24). When Gino and Giovanna return to the trattoria after the investigation, Gino's wanderings are followed by the camera in a way that makes him appear "like . . . an animal in a cage" (24). Overall, there is a sense of "claustrophobic disorientation" (24).
31. Not only is Visconti relentless in emphasizing the fact that money shapes and controls sexual relationships in Ossessione; he also often points out that their trait d'union resides in some form of deception. After eating his fi rst meal at the trattoria, for example, Gino pays with a few coins that he tosses on the table. Giovanna quickly pockets the money and makes Bragana believe that Gino left without paying. Bragana runs after Gino and talks him into doing some car work to pay for his debt. Gino immediately understands Giovanna's ruse and duplicates it. He accepts Bragana's offer and tricks him into leaving the inn to purchase a spare part for the car. After he leaves, Giovanna and Gino begin their affair.
32. Alicata explains that in the fi lm's original intentions, "lo spagnuolo . . . era un proletario, il quale aveva fatto la guerra di Spagna dalla parte giusta . . . non dalla parte dei fascisti" ("Lo Spagnolo . . . was a proletarian who had fought for the right side in the Spanish civil war, . . . not on the fascists' side") ("Testimonianze" 186; see also Renzi 40).
33. "un alter ego di Gino" (11). 34. Visconti regarded his representation of the tramp as the fi lm's "elemento più interessante . . . interamente creato da me" ("most interesting element . . . entirely created by me") (Visconti, "Da 'Ossessione' a 'Rocco' " 75).
35. "Leary Joe, for instance, was timid, and was so named by his fellows. No selfrespecting hobo would select Stew Bum for himself. Very few tramps care to remember their pasts during which they ignobly worked, so monicas based upon trade are very rare. . . . A favorite device of hoboes is to base their monicas on the localities from which they hail, as: New York Tommy, Pacifi c Slim, Buffalo Smithy, Canton Tim, Pittsburg Jack, Syracuse Shine, Troy Mickey, K. L. Bill, and Connecticut Jimmy. Then there was 'Slim Jim for Vinegar Hill, who never worked and never will' " (The Road 101).
36. For a different interpretation, one that emphasizes Lo Spagnolo's quasi-mythical freedom, see Mangini 266.
37. It may be more helpful to regard Lo Spagnolo's sequence as part of a subplot, aimed not only at contrasting, but at redoubling, the main plot.
38. "Vedi, Gino, il denaro ha le gambe, e deve camminare. . . . Altrimenti, se resta nelle tasche, prende la muffa. . . . Invece tu ne prendi un morso poi lo passi a un altro che anche lui ci campa. Per questo che con le lire che si fabbricano a Roma si ma ngia . . . a Torino e a Palermo" (Visconti, Ossessione 52-53).
39. One should remember, here, the extensive parallel between Plato's allegory of the cave and life in the fascist state in Bernardo Bertolucci's The Conformist (1971).
40. Lo Spagnolo's shadow, in turn, repeats the shadow cast by Gino and Giovanna when they departed from the same police station, after being interrogated (and undoubtedly having lied) about Bragana's death. 41 . Alicata lamented that Lo Spagnolo "doveva essere il personaggio positivo del fi lm" ("was supposed to be the positive character in the movie") and instead ended up becoming "un personaggio molto equivoco" ("a very equivocal character") ("Testimonianze" 186).
42. "questa notte è stata una liberazione per me. . . . È come se fossi diventato un altro. . . . Ora sono certo di volerti bene, Giovanna" (Visconti, Ossessione 129-30).
43. From a diametrically different point of view, J. P. Telotte argues that instead of creating "that pervasive sense of an ominous and inevitable tragic end awaiting the characters depicted" (61), Ossessione offers a way out of the "deterministic bind" (61).
Through an implausible intellectualization of the character of Gino (he speaks of Gino's "desire for understanding that will not be stilled"), Telotte optimistically foreshadows the possibility of a future realization of freedom and self-knowledge on the protagonist's part: "Rather than underscore an impending doom, Visconti depicts an open-ended situation, as he brings Gino face to face with his personal and social predicament, perhaps ultimately to succumb-as many men do-or perhaps to learn from this encounter and thus, at least for a moment, transcend his human limitations. . . . Ossessione presents not a completely closed off future; one man reaches the end of a line of action, but precisely what is to follow remains ambiguous" (62). Though one cannot infer the director's intentions beyond the ending of the fi lm, I have been unable to detect any foreshadowing of Gino's victory over "his human limitations" within the fi lm's diegesis. As I have demonstrated, the interplay of the fi lm's recurrences confi rms such limitations rather than transcends them. 44. "dei puri di cuore, degli incolpevoli, delle vittime anche nello spiegarsi della passione, del tradimento, del delitto [che esistono] 'al di qua del bene e del male' " (394). 2. Although Poe wrote, in his 1840 preface to Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, that "the epithets 'Grotesque' and 'Arabesque' will be found to indicate with suffi cient precision the prevalent tenor of the tales here published," critics agree that "in spite of several conscientious efforts to extrapolate Poe's intended defi nition . . . the terms remain disturbingly ambiguous" (Burwick, "Edgar Allan Poe" 423; Wright 348). While ambiguity constitutes, as we will see, the very essence of the grotesque as intended by Poe, a study of "Never Bet the Devil Your Head" in its sociocultural context and in opposition to the tenets of American transcendentalism will provide some clarifi cations on Poe's use of the term.
3. For a meticulous study of the "rich visual heritage" of the aesthetic categories of the "grotesque" and the "sublime" and an analysis of their amalgamation as signifi cant for the process of self-refl ection in Poe's works, see Burwick, "Edgar Allan Poe." Burwick's study provides fundamental insights on how Poe absorbed the major terms of the verbal-visual discourse on the sublime and the grotesque that had involved Edmund Burke, the Abbé Du Bos, James Harris, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Friedrich Schlegel, and Victor Hugo. Fundamental for my reading of Poe is Burwick's argument that "the instability of the aesthetic categories picturesque, sublime, arabesque, and grotesque derives from the peculiar charge they bear to conjure specifi c modes of visual evocation in language, modes which challenge, even defy rational order. . . . [These] categories [are not] discrete: one may spill over another. . . . Poe can easily generate ironic tension amidst their fi eld of reference. Or by pushing that irony to an extreme, as Poe demonstrates in his criticism as well as in his own literary practice, all four may be made to serve satiric purposes" ("Edgar Allan Poe" 425).
4. On the grotesque as "confusion and confounding of identity" see Burwick, "Grotesque in the Romantic Movement."
5. For a detailed study of the relationship between the grotesque and related terms and modes, such as the macabre, bizarre, caricature, irony, parody, and satire, see Thomson 29-57.
6. See also Victor Hugo's preface to Cromwell (1827), where he argued that the artist must behold "man" not as grotesque or sublime but as simultaneously both (18). For a survey of the contributions on the grotesque as "copresence" of contrastive elements see Thomson 10-19, especially his reading of Ruskin's The Stones of Venice. Thomson emphasizes the element of playfulness, combined with the horrible, that marks the grotesque in Ruskin's view. This playfulness, intended also as the urge to invent, and "manipulate" received forms and norms, is one of the defi ning features of Poe's use of this subversive mode (Thomson 15).
7. Consider, for example, one of Aesop's famous fables, "The Ass in the Lion's Skin": "An Ass, having put on a Lion's skin, roamed about, frightening all the silly animals he met with. Seeing a Fox, he tried to alarm him also. But Reynard, having heard his voice, said: 'Well, to be sure! And I should have been frightened, too, if I had not heard you bray.' They who assume a character that does not belong to them generally betray themselves by overacting it. So it is with the ignorant who, thanks to their magnifi cent appearances, would look like important people, if they were not revealed by their foolish speech" (195-96).
8. On the use of this proverb see Tolman 39. 9 . Benjamin Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanack, by far the most successful among these texts, was published uninterrupted from 1733 to 1758 and achieved record sales of up to ten thousand copies per year (Mieder, American Proverbs 129). By the 1840s, Martin Farquhar Tupper's Proverbial Philosophy was "as commonplace as the Bible in American homes" (LaRosa 20; Mencken 422). Vicesimus Knox's Elegant Extracts, a miscellaneous compilation of adages from various cultures, was a more learned text used extensively by educators and scholars to communicate effectively and persuasively.
10. Although Poe wrote "The Poetic Principle" toward the end of his life (the essay was published posthumously in 1850), its ideas had already been widely implemented in his literary production and cannot be regarded as a late development of his poetics.
11. For a detailed interpretation of proverbs as a "relatively short form of metaphorical reasoning" see Seitel 143.
12. See Thompson, Motif-Index J2450-J2499 (214-22). 13. Poe's derisive attacks against transcendentalism are not limited to "Never Bet the Devil Your Head." In "How to Write a Blackwood Article," for example, he satirizes "the tone transcendental . . . [that hints] everything-assert[s] nothing" (66). The criticism of the "so-called poetry of the so-called transcendentalists" at the end of "The Philosophy of Composition" is probably the most cited example (208). "Siope-a Fable" can be read as a satire of the transcendentalists, as well as a parody of such writers as Edward Bulwer-Lytton (Wright 353). See also Casale. For a study of the satire of transcendentalism in "Ligeia" see Deutsch.
14. While Poe cites the organ of the transcendentalists explicitly, the North American Review humorously becomes the North American Quarterly Humdrum. "Never Bet the Devil Your Head" is not Poe's sole foray into literary satire. "The Literary Life of Thingum Bob, Esq.," for example, explores "the process by which the literary establishment creates fashions, infl ating some reputations and ruthlessly tomahawking others" (Galloway 9). In "How to Write a Blackwood Article" the narrator is a contemporary literary lady, Senora Psyche Zenobia, who meticulously sets forth a series of ludicrous poetic principles. Poe's satire became more biting as his day-to-day struggle with poverty guided his increasing need to write and get published.
15. See also Loomis 257; and Reaver 280-83. 16 . I use the term proverb somewhat loosely here, the general criteria for Emerson to call a verbal expression a "proverb," "maxim," "axiom," "adage," or "aphorism" being "brevity and universal implication" (LaRosa 22 Il montaggio dell'episodio è quasi ultimato. Federico sta pranzando in un ristorante cinese in compagnia di Nino Rota, quando, ad un tratto, cita una stupenda defi nizione di Poe, a proposito di Toby Dammit, che si trova verso la fi ne del racconto. L'entusiasmo, la gioia commossa con la quale Federico sta ora parlando dello scrittore americano non possono essere il frutto di un'occasionale evocazione; sembra piuttosto l'emozione, ancora sospesa, di un recentissimo incontro. Nino lo interrompe: "Ma scusa," " 'Non scommettete la testa col diavolo,' non l'avevi . . .?" Federico quasi seccato per la frivola curiosità dell'amico: "No, ho letto il racconto ieri sera per la prima volta. È bellissimo." (58) (59) [The editing of the episode is almost complete. Federico is having lunch with Nino Rota in a Chinese restaurant, when, all of a sudden, Federico quotes a wonderful defi nition from Poe regarding Toby Dammit, which occurs toward the end of the story. The enthusiasm and joy with which Federico is now talking about the American writer cannot be the result of a casual evocation; they rather appear to be the still fl uid emotion of a very recent encounter. Nino interrupts him: "I beg your pardon, but," " 'Never Bet the Devil Your Head,' " "didn't you . . .?" Federico, almost unnerved by his friend's frivolous curiosity [replies]: "No, I read the story last night, for the fi rst time. It's wonderful.]
5. As we will see, Fellini's fi lm is also a rebuttal of the commonly held contention that fi lm is unsuited to express metaphorical imagery. "Packed symbolic thinking," Bluestone stated, "[is] peculiar to imaginative rather than to visual activity" (22-23). Jonathan Miller argued that "pictures," unlike "language," cannot render explicit comparisons, and he lamented the absence of "communicative resources within the pictorial format for making [metaphorical implications] explicit" (226). Statements such as Miller's overlook the fact that fi lm is not made of images only: dialogue and verbal matter can easily be exploited to convey explicit comparisons, if needed. More important, Miller seems to neglect the fact that the very value of metaphor (in literature as well as fi lm) resides precisely in its condensed nature (as similitudo brevior), so one wonders why one should worry about fi lm's inability to make metaphorical implications explicit in the fi rst place. Editing, camera work, and the interactions and combinations of sounds and images are especially suited to evoke the semantic pregnancy of metaphorical thinking, thus inspiring, rather than hindering, analogical interpretations and symbolic connections.
6. On Fellini's 1968 creative crisis see Fellini, Fellini on Fellini 2-7. 7. "Il primo western cattolico, capisce? Il ritorno del Cristo in una desolata terra di frontiera. Che è poi la vivente realtà dei desideri di ogni uomo: che Cristo torni a manifestarsi-lui, ossia la pace dell'anima-come una presenza concreta e tangibile. . . . Ah certo può sembrare un'idea disperata . . . che certo cinema di struttura, diciamo, può rendere questa sublime poesia con immagini elementari, dure, eloquenti nella loro povertà: inquadrature semplici, sintagmatiche, come direbbe il mio amico Roland Barthes, qualcosa fra Dreyer e Pasolini con un pizzico di Ford beninteso" (Fellini and Zapponi 75). 8. "Noi vogliamo costruire personaggi legati alla storia con un ampio retroterra socio logico, che siano densi di signifi cati critici. Per esempio, i due fuorilegge, nel nostro fi lm, che rappresentano? Una critica alla classe diseredata che vive la sua rivolta senza coscienza politica, in modo anarchico, troppo estemporaneo. . . . La canzonettista coi suoi seni generosi è l'illusorio rifugio nell'irrazionale. La prateria è la regione della terra "senza storia," i bisonti sono i mezzi di sostentamento per i quali l'uomo deve lottare. . . . La scorreria nel prefi nale costituirà invece il tipico mezzo di evasione della violenza, al di fuori di una lotta organizzata" (Fellini and Zapponi 76). 12. The Stamp-Fellini connection is justifi ed not only by the fi lm's inner logic but also by the fact that it was a common practice for Fellini to establish ties between himself and his protagonists, Marcello Mastroianni in particular, whom he considered an idealized copy of himself. The autobiographical quality of many of Fellini's fi lms (La dolce vita, 8½, Roma, and City of Women) has been amply discussed by numerous Fellini scholars. In the context of Toby Dammit see especially Bondanella, The Cinema; Burke; and Sharrett.
13. Interestingly, Fellini had initially offered the role to Peter O'Toole, who ended up refusing it, fearing that his image would be "compromised by such a disreputable protagonist as Toby Dammit" (Bondanella, The Cinema 233-34n16). 15. As Christopher Sharrett has pointed out, the fi lm's establishing shot with its color washes of the sky and clouds is a patent homage to the Corman/Poe fi lms (126).
16. "L'aereo continuava a volare sull'aeroporto senza decidersi ad atterrare. . . . Era la prima volta che venivo a Roma, e provavo la sensazione che quel viaggio, a cui mi ero fi nalmente deciso, signifi casse qualcosa di molto importante per me. . . . Tanto che per un attimo sperai assurdamente che l'aereo invertisse la rotta e mi riportasse lontano; a casa. Ma questo era impossibile. Già gli invisibili fi li dell'aeroporto avevano imprigionato l'aereo; lo attiravano irresistibilmente verso terra" (Fellini and Zapponi 71).
17. From the beginning Fellini's script emphasizes that this is a world dominated by grotesque hybrids. The plane is compared to "a captured animal" with a "monstrous muzzle" (Fellini and Zapponi 71-72).
18. See, especially, the studies by Sharrett and Burke. 19. Fellini's distaste for these power structures is evident in his casting of Father Spagna as a sly, looming, and remotely threatening presence, and of the producer, whom we see at the awards ceremony, as a Mafi a-boss type. See Foreman on the producer as "Godfather" fi gure (116).
20. Fellini often used a yellowish hazy fi lter in the fi lm to evoke smog. 21. Though this point has been made by Sharrett, Foreman, and Burke, Foreman offers the most exhaustive narrative of Toby's fi nal decapitation as the climax of a long series of attacks on his head, attacks that suggest the inevitability of his particular demise. Initially, we see Toby protecting his head from the fl ashbulbs of the paparazzi. During the TV interview the monitors insulate his head or clip it off. When he stands up at the awards ceremony, the movie frame cuts his head off. In the Ferrari his head seems separated from his body and attached to the car (Foreman 115).
22. See, especially, Kayser; and Bergson, Le rire. 23. For this scene Fellini provides one of the most detailed descriptions in the script:
Un giardino ampio, con grandi alberi severi, e statue d'epoca romana, che biancheggiano nel buio, cone le braccia spezzate, molte senza testa. Una piccola piscina fosforescente, nella quale chioccola una cascatella d'acqua. Una lunga tavola a forma di L è stata disposta presso un alto muro romano, dove si spalancano qua e là grossi buchi. Lontano (la distanza sembrerà a Dammit invalicabile) una pedana con microfoni e attrezzi vari, sulla quale si svolgerà la cerimonia della premiazione. Fra la tavola e la pedana ci sono altri tavolini vuoti. 24. Like the TV studio scene, the scene of the awards ceremony highlights the dissonance between narrative and mise-en-scène. For example, the many references to Christian and pagan gods (the space of the aesthetic sublime) turn into grotesques in this Roman theater, where Toby is asked to represent Mars, the god of war, in a series of nude pictures. His wane and androgynous physique is ill suited to the task.
25. Lombardi's prophetic intimations may be compared to the proleptic and analogical hints that Fellini conveyed through the formal choices that I discussed in previous scenes. On Fellini's self-conscious views of the director as puppet master see Bondanella, The Cinema.
26. "prospettive teatrali [e] misteriose" (Fellini and Zapponi 94). 27. Malcolm LeGrice suggests the useful differentiation between the "suspension of disbelief" required by the conventional artifi ce of scenery and stage in theater, and the "suppression of disbelief" that the immediacy and photographic realism of cinema demands (230).
CHAPTER FIVE: India through the Looking Glass
Epigraph. En el vocabulario crítico, la palabra precursor es indispensable, pero habría que tratar de purifi carla de toda connotación de polémica o de rivalidad. El echo es que cada escritor crea a sus precursores. Su labor modifi ca nuestra concepción del pasado, como ha de modifi car el futuro ("Kafka y sus precursores").
5. Tabucchi's (pseudo-)topographical accuracy-each destination of the protagonist's trip is rendered with captions that name specifi c locations in India-emphasizes, by ironic contrast, the progressive dissolution of solid, stable, and "clear" referential data that marks Rossignol's uncanny nocturnal itineraries.
6. See Della Coletta, "Transtextual Narratives." 7. "L'Occidentale che ritorna in India non riconosce più la sua cuna" ("La danza d'una 'Devadasis,' " [Gozzano, Verso la cuna del mondo 58]). In Universal Histories (such as those by Bossuet, Herder, Bayle, Voltaire, Michelet, and Cantu, just to name a few), the "beginning" of the historical plot is the inaugural moment that offers a foundational meaning to the process of historical becoming. In other words, the inaugural moment has not only the right of precedence on an ordered sequence of historical facts but becomes the agent and primary cause that contains the reasons for the present and the logic of the future. The inaugural moment defi nes the metahistorical principles and the narrative structures that give shape and meaning to the multiplicity of historical events. Voltaire, for example, followed the "great people from the cradle to the tomb" by producing a systematic design that reduced the enigma of history to a clear philosophical method, a diagram drafted according to specifi c ideological coordinates. To the precariousness of single individuals, ephemeral citizens of the present, Universal Histories opposed a panoramic view of the world. Voltaire's lofty vantage point allowed him to produce grand temporal and geographical syntheses. Similarly, in the introduction to his monumental Histoire universelle, Michelet singled out "le point de départ, dans l'Inde, au berceau des races et des religions, the womb of the world" ("the starting point, in India, at the cradle of races and civilizations, the womb of the world") (229-30) to confi rm the Hegelian idea of the progressive liberation of the universal Spirit in the world of history. From a primeval and feminine India to a Europe that displays its virile raison, Universal Histories drafted the trajectory that justifi ed the West's imperial and colonizing journey back to a land that is interpreted as waiting to be reintegrated into humanity's progressive narrative.
8. "il fratello sconosciuto di un amico dimenticato" ("Goa" 29). 9. "tutto è crollato" ("Goa" 25-26). 10. "Nessuno conosce Vico Verani. . . . La solitudine mi par più completa, . . . ora che so di aver seguita la traccia d'un morto nella città morta" ("Goa" 27).
11. "pellegrinaggio, . . . ma non nel senso religioso del termine . . ., un itinerario privato" (Ni 41).
12. "i percorsi incongrui" (Ni 9). 13. "È molto diffi cile avere uno sguardo totalizzante, unitario su una realtà così composita e complessa e direi piena di buchi come la nostra. . . . In questo mondo diventato assolutamente relativo anche la scrittura diventa relativa e anche la rappresentazione della realtà diventa relativa" ("Dibattito" 155).
14. "L'India è misteriosa per defi nizione" (Ni 47).
15. " 'Perché [Xavier] è fi nito in questo posto?' chiesi. 'Cosa ci faceva? Dov'è ora?' " (Ni 19).
16. " 'Senta,' dissi io, 'mi racconti tutto con calma, tutto quello che ricorda, tutto quello che può dirmi.' . . . Fu un racconto lungo, prolisso, pieno di dettagli." ("Listen," I said, "tell me everything, take your time, everything you remember, everything you can tell me." . . . It was a long, rambling story, full of details) (Ni 21; IN 11) .
17. "Da lontano veniva una voce lenta e monotona, forse una preghiera oppure un lamento solitario e senza speranza. . . .Per me era impossibile decifrarlo. L'India era anche questo: un universo di suoni piatti, indifferenziati, indistinguibili" (Ni 38). 18. "[Avevo] la perfetta sensazione di essere solo due occhi che guardavano mentre io ero altrove, senza sapere dove" (Ni 37).
19. On the "temporalization of space" as the narrative technique typical of "cinematographic fi ction" that creates "a dynamic, discontinuous space that [is] no longer stable and continuous" but is charged with the qualities of motion, discontinuity, dislocation, and even adventitiousness, see Spiegel 162-82. For Tabucchi's comments on the infl uence of cinema on his narrative style (a style of "cuts" and "montage") see "Cos'è una vita?" 10. On Tabucchi's "fi lm novels" see also Spunta.
20. "Tu sei un altro." "Ah sì," dissi io, "chi sono?" . . . "Questo non importa," . . . "è solo maya." "E che cos'è maya?" "È l'apparenza del mondo . . . ma è solo illusione, quello che conta è l'atma." . . . "E l'atma che cos'è?" . . . "The Soul" disse "L'anima individuale." . . . "E allora se io sono un altro vorrei sapere dov'è il mio atma, dove si trova ora." . . . "Sei su una barca" (Ni 69-70). 25. "Era una domanda semplice e pratica, ma io inciampai nella risposta, perché anch'io sentii il peso della memoria, e nello stesso tempo la sua inadeguatezza. Cosa si ricorda di un viso in fondo? No, non avevo una fotografi a, avevo solo il mio ricordo: e il mio ricordo era solo mio, non era descrivibile, era l'espressione che io avevo del volto di Xavier. Feci uno sforzo e dissi: 'è un uomo alto quanto me, magro, con i capelli lisci, ha circa la mia età' " (Ni 25).
26. "No, per favore, . . . non gli dica niente" (Ni 32). 27. "E chi è Xavier?" . . . "Xavier è mio fratello," mentii. . . . "Xavier non esiste," disse, "è solo un fantasma." Fece un gesto che abbracciò la stanza. "Siamo tutti morti, non l'ha ancora capito? Io sono morto, e questa città è morta, e le battaglie, il sudore, il sangue, la gloria e il mio potere: è tutto morto, niente è servito a niente." "No," dissi io, "qualcosa resta sempre." "Che cosa?" fece lui. "Il suo ricordo? La vostra memoria? Questi libri?" Fece un passo verso di me e . . . spinse con uno stivale un piccolo fagotto che stava ai suoi piedi, e io vidi che era un topo morto. Egli spostò la bestia sul pavimento e mormorò con scherno: "oppure questo topo?" Rise ancora, e la sue risata mi gelò il sangue. "Io sono il pifferaio di Hamelin!" gridò. Poi la sua voce diventò affabile, mi chiamò professore. (Ni 79) 28. La camera era imponente . . . le fi nestre si aprivano sul mare d'Oman . . . le pesanti tende di velluto verde scorrevano dolci e morbide come un sipario, io le feci scorrere sul paesaggio e la camera fu solo penombra e silenzio, il ronzio pigro e confortante del ventilatore mi cullò . . . e arrivai subito a una vecchia cappella su un colle mediterraneo. . . . Vedevo quella scena lontana. . . . Ricordai . . . i nomi che ci eravamo dati, la chitarra di Xavier e la voce squillante di Magda che annunciava con ironica gravità, imitando gli imbonitori delle fi ere: signore e signori un po' di attenzione, abbiamo con noi l'Usignolo italiano! E io che stavo al gioco e attaccavo vecchie canzoni napoletane, imitando i gorgheggi antiquati dei cantanti di altri tempi mentre tutto ridevano e applaudivano. Fra noi ero Roux, e mi ero rassegnato: iniziale di Rouxinol, in portoghese usignolo. (Ni 35-36 ) 29. For a broader discussion of the presence of dreams in Tabucchi's oeuvre see Lepschy.
30. "sono diventato un uccello notturno" (Ni 59). 31. "Stava sorgendo la luna. Aveva un alone giallo intorno ed era piena e sanguigna. Io pensai: luna rossa. E mi venne instintivamente da fi schiare una vecchia canzone. L'idea arrivò come un corto circuito. Pensai a un nome, Roux, e subito alle parole di Xavier: sono diventato un uccello notturno; e allora tutto mi parve così evidente" (Ni 90).
32. Interestingly, the narrator had suggested that Xavier had worked as a simultaneous interpreter.
33. The "Thou," Gadamer writes, "is not an object; it relates itself to us. . . . The experience of the Thou must be special because the Thou is not an object but is in relationship with us" (Truth 352). For Gadamer the involvement of the "I" in the "Thou" (and vice versa) is fundamental in the hermeneutical encounter and never implies the potential loss of self that is at stake in Tabucchi's more radical questioning of identity and (self-)understanding.
34. "Lei cosa fa?" . . . "Mah, supponiamo che stia scrivendo un libro, per esempio." "Un libro come?" "Un libro." "Romanzo?" chiese Christine con gli occhi furbi. "Una cosa simile." "Allora è un romanziere," disse lei con una certa logica. "Oh no," dissi io, "sarebbe solo un'esperienza, il mio mestiere è un altro, cerco topi morti." "Come ha detto?!" "Scherzavo," dissi io. "Frugo in vecchi archivi, cerco cronache antiche, cose inghiottite dal tempo. È il mio mestiere, lo chiamo topi morti." . . . "Mi racconti il romanzo, forza," disse lei. "Ma non è un romanzo," protestai io, "è un pezzo qua e uno là, non c'è neppure una vera storia, sono solo frammenti di una storia" (Ni 99-101). 35. "Nel libro io sarei uno che si è perso un India," dissi rapidamente, "il concetto è questo." "Eh no," disse Christine, "non basta, non se la può cavare così, la sostanza non può essere semplicemente questa."
"La sostanza è che in questo libro io sono uno che si è perso in India," ripetei, "mettiamola così. C'è un altro che mi sta cercando, ma io non ho nessuna intenzione di farmi trovare. Io l'ho visto arrivare, l'ho seguito giorno per giorno, potrei dire. Conosco le sue preferenze e le sue diffi denze, le sue generosità e le sue paure. Lo tengo praticamante sotto controllo. Lui, al contrario, di me non sa quasi niente. Ha qualche vaga traccia: una lettera, delle testimonianze confuse o reticenti, un bigliettino molto generico: segnali, pezzetti che tenta faticosamente di appiccicare insieme." "Ma lei chi è?" chiese Christine, "voglio dire nel libro." "Questo non viene detto," risposi, "sono uno che non vuole farsi trovare, dunque non fa parte del gioco dire chi è." "E quello che la cerca . . . perchè la sta cercando con tanta insistenza?" "Chi lo sa," dissi io, "è diffi cile saperlo, questo non lo so neppure io che scrivo. Forse cerca un passato, una risposta a qualcosa. Forse vorrebbe afferrare qualcosa che un tempo gli sfuggì. In qualche modo sta cercando se stesso. Voglio dire, è come se cercasse se stesso, cercando me: nei libri succede spesso così, è letteratura."(Ni 102-3). 36. "Era un ingradimento, la foto riproduceva un giovane negro, solo il busto; una canottiera con una scritta pubblicitaria, un corpo atletico, sul viso l'espressione di un grande sforzo, le mani alzate come in segno di vittoria: sta evidentemente tagliando il traguardo, per esempio i cento metri" (Ni 101).
37. "Sulla sinistra c'è un poliziotto vestito da marziano, ha un casco di plexigas sul viso, gli stivaletti alti, un moschetto imbracciato. Gli occhi feroci sotto la sua visiera feroce. Sta sparando al negro. E il negro sta scappando a braccia alzate ma è già morto" (Ni 102).
38. "giudizi fort[i]" (Tabucchi, "Incontro" 654, 659). For a connection with Gianni Vattimo's thought see Vattimo and Rovatti, "Dialettica differenza, pensiero debole." 39. One of the participants in the "Incontro" with Tabucchi held in Leuven, Belgium, in May 1993, asked: "Può essere una caratteristica della narrativa di questi ultimi anni questo senso di non-conoscenza, di rifl ettere la non-conoscenza nella scrittura?" ("Incontro" 655).
40. "Credo che il mondo non esisterebbe senza la possibilità di essere narrato. O meglio, esiste proprio perchè è narrabile" ("I believe that the world would not exist without the possibility of being told in narrative form. Or, better, the world exists precisely because it can be narrated") ("Cos'è una vita?" 6).
41. "la letteratura odierna [nasce] da una grande voglia di far chiarezza, ma anche da una situazione un po' paradossale: che la chiarezza non si può fare" ("contemporary literature [emerges] from a great desire to make things clear, but also from a rather paradoxical situation: that one cannot make things clear") ("Incontro" 655). Tabucchi humorously dismantled the hermeneutical dogmatism of all master narratives, with their monological thrust toward ending and closure, with the story of "un pollo arrosto che veniva mangiato in pubblico da un personaggio altolocato. Mi resi conto che questo tema . . . si poteva raccontare in molti modi. Mi divertii a sceglierne alcuni: alla fi ne non c'era più neanche il pollo" ("a roasted chicken that a very prominent man was eating in public. I realized that I could narrate this topic . . . in many different ways. I had fun selecting some: at the end, even the chicken had disappeared") ("Incontro" 656).
42. "paludi, sconosciute diramazioni e inquietanti criteri di intendere il rapporto con se stessi e con gli altri" ("Un baule" 22). On Tabucchi's appropriation of Pessoa's "teoria eteronimica" (theory of heteronyms) in order to disrupt the linear relationship between self and other see Francese 132-33. 43. With an implicit reference to Borges's "Theme of the Traitor and the Hero," Charles D. Klopp argues that in Notturno indiano "the roles of miscreant and investigator, judge and accused, hero and villain are interchangeable, not fi xed, and it is pointless as well as uncharitable to attempt to divide humankind into sinners on the one hand and sinned against on the other" (334). On the relationship between the urge toward ethical commitment on the one hand, and the refusal of all forms of ideological totality and authoritarian ethos on the other, see also the chapters herein on Corneau, Borges, and Bertolucci.
44. "Je crois que Notturno indiano à la fi n est un non-livre. C'est un livre qui évite la solution, la narration" ("Incontro" 658). See also Tabucchi's interview with Andrea Borsari: "A me è sempre piaciuta una letteratura interrogativa che, piuttosto che dare delle risposte, pone delle domande" ("I have always liked a literature of interrogations; a literature that asks questions rather than give[s] answers") ("Cos'è una vita?" 8).
CHAPTER SIX: "A Cinema of Quotations"
1. "Non conoscevo Bombay, ma cercavo di seguire il percorso con la cartina che tenevo sulle ginocchia" (Ni 14).
2. For example, the Variety reviewer wrote: "[Nocturne indien] is unusually faithful in structure-even retaining the precise identifi cation of locations, here placed in intertitles-and makes generous use of Tabucchi's terse dialogue" ("Nocturne indien" 31). On Corneau's defi nition of a "passage to cinema" see Corneau, "Nocturne indien: India Blues" 54. See also Corneau, "Entretien" 34.
3. On the cinematic elements of fi ction, especially on "extensive attempts at the creation of fi lm-mimetic literary passages" and the construction "of a narrative action that can be seen," see Moses (xviii); Spiegel (28); and Stam ("Beyond Fidelity" 74-76). See also Micciché, La ragione 161; and Goodman 311-14. For a defi nition of adaptogenic see Groensteen and Gaudreault 270; for cinemorphic see Marcus 2.
4. I use the term writerly here not merely in the sense of something dealing with written language and therefore opposed to "cinematic." On the contrary, just like a cinematic adaptation, a writerly text is a text that can be "rewritten"-something that invites the reader or viewer to become a "producer" rather than mere "consumer" of the text (Barthes, S/Z 4).
5. From a similar perspective, Neil Sinyard compares the adaptive process to a critical essay: "Like a critical essay, the fi lm adaptation selects some episodes, excludes others, offers preferred alternatives. It focuses on specifi c areas of the novel, expands or contracts detail. . . . In the process, like the best criticism, it can throw new light on the original" (117).
6. " 'Noir-polar,' c'est . . . le gouffre, le trou sans fond, la nuit où tous le chats sont gris, où tout est possible. . . . Face aux clartés, affi rmations, défi nitions positives, happy ends [sic] et autres catégories identifi catrices rassurantes, le polar est là qui veille, attaquant de plein fouet ou corrompant dans l'obscurité. Eclatements d'identités, dédouble-ments, pertes de soi-même, retournements brutaux, 'dangerous grounds' (Nicholas Ray), vertiges sournois ou violents, il y a de quoi rendre tous les autres fi lms malades, même quand ceux-ci tentent de préserver leur belle santé par des habitudes bien 'bourgeoises,' bien réglées" (5) . In an interview with Jean-Jacques Bernard, Corneau identifi ed the similarities between his previous fi lms and Nocturne indien, arguing it is a fi lm noir: "C'est . . . une enquête, et il y à au coeur du sujet, un thème qui m'obsède apparemment au cinéma-puisque je m'en rends compte après chaque fi lm-, c'est la recherche d'identité" ("It is . . . an investigation, and at the heart of the story there is a theme that apparently obsesses me in cinema-since I become aware of it after every movie-, it is the search for identity") (Corneau, "Nocturne indien: India Blues" 54).
7. "comme sortant des limbes du subconscient" (Garel 18). 8. Discussing his acting directions to Andrade, Corneau explained to Bernard: "Il n'y avait plus qu'à lui dire 'moins, moins, moins . . .' et il gardait cette charge. C'était formidable. En très peu de jours, il est devenu un virtuose de cette délicatesse presque millimétrique du jeu" ("I only had to tell him 'less, less, less . . .' and he maintained this mission. It was formidable. In just a few days, he has become a virtuoso of this almost millimetrical subtlety of performance") (Corneau, "Nocturne indien: India Blues" 54).
9. In Garel's words, 14. Corneau argued that Schubert's music ruled his inspiration for the fi lm from the start: "Cette musique est liée au fi lm depuis le début du projet. J'ai écrit le scénario en écoutant l'adagio de ce Quintette. . . . Il amène sa propre musique avec lui, mais pas une musique de fi lm au sens dramatique ou décoratif du terme. . . . Cet adagio, qui est sans doute ce qui Schubert a écrit lorsqu'il était le plus près de la mort, était quelque chose dont j'avais besoin" ("This music is tied to the fi lm from the beginning of the project. I wrote the script while listening to the adagio of this Quintet. . . . The scenario brings its music with it, but it is not a cinematic music in the dramatic or decorative sense of the word. . . . This adagio, which undoubtedly is the piece that Schubert wrote when he was closest to his death, was something that I needed") (Corneau, "Entretien" 39).
15. Philippe Niel makes an interesting connection between visual and musical elements in the fi lm: "C'est bien d'abord une musicalité de nocturne qui nous est rendue sensible dans Nocturne indien, et ce par le procédé de panneaux au noir sur lesquels apparaissent en lettres blanches les noms des lieux où va se dérouler la séquence qui vient. Ce n'est pas tant l'exactitude topographique qui nous importe, que l'utilisation du noir à des fi ns de rythme insuffl é à l'image; ce noir qui d'un 'point de vue' colorimétrique est bien constitué de l'absence de toute lumière et par conséquent de toute couleur" ("First of all, the musicality of a nocturne is made visible in Nocturne indien with the use of black screens upon which are superimposed the names of the places in which the following sequence will take place. Topographical precision is not important, what matters is the use of black to endow the images with a certain rhythm; from the 'point of view' of colorimetry this black is made by the absence of all light and by consequence of all color") (32) .
16. On the use of fi xed shots, Corneau stated: "Cette rigueur des plans-séquences fi xes [créa] un sentiment de durée comme je n'en ai jamais eu. . . . Le plan-séquence est un peu l'idéal quasi mystique de beaucoup de metteurs en scène. C'est une des choses les plus ingrates du cinéma, mais c'était là une volonté délibérée de ma part. Toutes ces discussions dans cette espèce de 'road-movie statique,' d'un endroit à l'autre, d'un personnage à l'autre, sans espoir de retour, on pouvait les fi lmer avec des travelling de mouvements séduisants" ("This rigor of fi xed shots [created] a feeling of temporal duration such as I have never experienced. . . . The fi xed shot is a bit like a quasi-mystical ideal for many directors. It is one of the most unrewarding things in cinema, but it was the result of a deliberate decision on my part. All the discussions in this kind of 'static road movie,' from one place to another, and one character to another, without hope of going back, I could have fi lmed them with tracking shots and charming camera movements") (Corneau, "Nocturne indien: India Blues" 55).
17. If in Tabucchi the mystery of the self approaches its solution in the temple of Western imperialism, Corneau completely reverses this scenario. In the monastery cathedral in Goa Rossignol's view of Christ on the cross elicits a panic attack, and he fl ees, while a marchlike music echoes in the background.
18. In several fi lms Schubert's intimate adagio is used as the background for poignant scenes, such as that of bomb-ravaged, death-engulfed Germany at the end of World War II, in István Szabó's Taking Sides (2001) and in Frank Pierson's Conspiracy (2001), a fi lm dealing with the Wannsee Conference and the Third Reich's "fi nal solution."
19. "This statue represents the circle of Life through which the whole waste, the whole dirt, everything inferior and sick needs to pass through in order to reach a higher sphere of life-beauty. I hope that you too one day and in a later life will be reincarnated to belong to a Master race."
20. "il giornale menzionava alcuni servigi resi nella catalogazione del locale museo e riportava la fotografi a di uno sconosciuto: il viso di un vecchio calvo, con gli occhi chiari e la bocca sottile" (Tabucchi, "I treni" 116).
21. Interestingly, as an interpreter of Dravidian art, the Schlemihl of Madras preached a gospel of multiplicity and relativity. As a reader of Chamisso he tells a story of unitary and absolute selfhood when he mistakenly concludes that "Peter Schlemihl will end up fi nding his shadow again." The two hermeneutic positions are as untenable as his ontological ones.
22. Though Chamisso was familiar with some of the Yiddish renditions of the archetypical character of the schlemiel, critics generally agree that he borrowed "little more than the name for [a] creation" that was much more closely tied to the Faust legend (Pinsker 7). Corneau revised this dismissive interpretation by connecting Chamisso's biographical experiences of displacement and fl ight with the tradition that sees the schlemiel as the "quintessential outsider," the perennial wanderer in a hostile world (Pinsker 7). See also Hannah Arendt's discussion of the schlemiel as pariah in "The Jew as Pariah."
23. In the French original: "Le corps humain pourrait bien n'être qu'une apparence. Il cache notre réalité. Il s'épaissit sur notre lumière ou sur notre ombre" (659).
24. "L'erreur commune c'est de prendre l'être extérieur pour l'être réel" (659). 25. "la réalité c'est l'âme" (659). 26. "Mais j'aurais fait une erreur profonde. Il fallait quelqu'un qui joue, qui investisse le personnage de ses propres ambiguïtés. Et puis, en fait, c'est un fi lm sur les acteurs. Car l'acteur est exactement au centre du sujet de ce fi lm dans ses changements permanents" ("Nocturne Indien: India Blues" 54).
27. Scholars such as Simon N. Herman, author of Jewish Identity, would argue that it is possible, and in fact imperative, to issue a "normative statement of what Jewish identity means and what form it ought to take" (Kelman 9). Herman engages in a socialpsychological analysis that subsumes the study of "the nature of Jewish identity and of the forces which go into its shaping" to the identifi cation of "the factors calculated to preserve that identity" (20) . Steyn takes a stance against such "naturalization" of Jewry and advocates a nonessentialist perspective. The two positions are not as dichotomous as it would appear. Herman is the fi rst to acknowledge that Jewry has "to be studied as the living, changing organism that it is" (21) . "An identity," he argues, "does not exist as something completely preformed; as they make the choices in life which commit them to certain attitudes and courses of action, individuals and groups are engaged in a creative process of building up an identity." By adhering to both an empirical and a normative defi nition of identity, Herman acknowledges the diversity of Jewish identities (especially after the Emancipation and the migrations of the latter part of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries), as well as the existence "of elements of quintessential sameness [that] characterize the Jewish identity in different climes and periods" (63).
28. As Herman points out, this implies accepting the paradox that the identity of "so dispersed a people as the Jew" could be spoken of "as existing everywhere as a uniform entity" (81). 32. Herman regrets that one should feel the need "to undertake an act of formal defi nition" of the Jewish identity rather than allow "the process of historical evolution to produce its own defi nitions" (82). He is also keen to point out, however, that "there can be no proper understanding of contemporary Jewish identity" without a defi nition of the profound impact that the Holocaust had on this identity (87). "The reaction to the Holocaust," Herman continues, "has been-and must continue to be-a stiffening of the determination to strengthen Jewish life, to consolidate the Jewish state, and actively change the conditions under which such tragedy could occur" (111). 33. Corneau peppers his shots with ideas of uncanny doublings: identical people eating at the restaurant, sleeping in a train station. Rossignol's view of Bombay's train station, with its crowds of sleeping travelers, repeats the subjective shots in the hospital and establishes a disturbing analogy between the living and the dead. Vimala is doubled in Christine, "une sorte de prostituée en 'négatif' [qui] parlant de son métier . . . dit 'On me paie pour ça' " ("a kind of prostitute in 'negative' [who] speaking about her job . . . says 'I get paid to do it' ") (Niel 33).
34. One can only think of Schubert's Lieb, "Der Doppelganger." 35. As in my reading of Poe's "The Black Cat," I am using the term marvelous to defi ne, with Todorov, the literary genre that deals with supernatural events in a reality governed "by laws unknown to us" (The Fantastic 25).
36. "justement si vous voulez savoir la fi n, il faut que je vous la montre en vrai sur place, je ne peux pas simplement la raconter" (emphasis added).
37. "Voilà, ce serait, mettons, dans cet hôtel, un soir comme ce soir, chaud et parfumé, moi je serais en train de dîner avec une jolie femme, quelqu'un comme vous, par exemple. Nous sommes à cette table ici, et puis, à un certain moment . . . je le vois lui, là bas, à la table où nous étions nous mêmes tout à l'heure. Lui aussi il était avec une femme, je ne vois qu'eux deux, elle me rappelle une femme, deux femmes même, lui, il me regarde sans bouger, a l'air content, il me sourit."
38. "le transfert de personnalité du protagoniste, l'ultime phase de la dissolution de sa personnalité avant qu'il ne franchisse la dernière étape de sa traversée du miroir" (20) .
39. "un Parisien, un touriste dans un lieu de vacance qui parle français." On the fi lm's multiple languages see also Corneau's comments in his interview with Jean A. Gili (Corneau, "Entretien" 38).
40. "[Rossignol] est l'image rêvée du voyageur d'aujourd'hui. Il a un vrai regard mais il garde son identité. Simplement, peut-être parce qu'elle n'est pas sûre" (Corneau, "Nocturne indien: India Blues" 55).
41. "il reale senza cornice è sempre un'altra cosa" (Ni 15). 42. In his preface to Roderick Hudson, James argued: "Really, universally, relations stop nowhere . . . and the exquisite problem of the artist is eternally but to draw, by a geometry of his own, the circle within which they shall happily appear to do so" (171-72).
43. This is precisely Bakhtin's view of the "heteroglossia that rages beyond the boundaries of . . . a sealed-off cultural universe, a universe having its own literary language. . . . It is necessary that heteroglossia wash over a culture's awareness of itself and its language, penetrate to its core, relativize the primary language system underlying its ideology . . . and deprive it of its naive absence of confl ict" (The Dialogic 368).
21. "empaña su buen crédito, ya que tal vez lo hizo matar la misma policía" ("Tema" 496).
22. "rebasa lo puramente policial" ("Tema" 496). 23. "una secreta forma del tiempo, un dibujo de líneas que se repiten" ("Tema" 497). 24. "parecen repetir o combinar hechos de remotas regiones, de remotas edades" ("Tema" 496).
25. In "Beyond the Pleasure Principle" Freud famously introduced his theory of the compulsion to repeat, a theory based on his observation of subjects who persistently repeated certain activities even though they associated them with feelings of unpleasure rather than gratifi cation.
26. See also Hertz 301. This need for repetition is the expression of the most basic character of the instincts, their conservatism: "an instinct is an urge inherent in organic life to restore an earlier state of things" ("Beyond" 612). This urge, Freud surmised, is the death drive, the return to the inanimate stage that preceded the beginning of life. Freud thus proposes the paradoxical conclusion that "the aim of all life is death" ("Beyond" 613).
27. See Cixous's eloquent interpretation of Freud's connection between the unrepresentable core of the uncanny and death: " 'Death' does not have any form in life. Our unconscious makes no place for the representation of our mortality. As an impossible representation, death is that which mimes, by this very impossibility, the reality of death. It goes even further. That which signifi es without that which is signifi ed" (543).
28. "Así, nadie ignora que los esbirros que examinaron el cadáver del héroe, hallaron una carta cerrada que le advertía el riesgo de concurrir al teatro, esa noche; también Julio César, al encaminarse al lugar donde lo aguardaban los puñales de sus amigos, recibió un memorial que no llegó a leer, en que iba declarada la traición, con los nombres de los traidores. La mujer de César, Calpurnia, vio en sueños abatir una torre que le había decretado el Senado; falsos y anónimos rumores, la víspera de la muerte de Kilpatrick, publicaron en todo el país el incendio de la torre circular de Kilgarvan, hecho que pudo parecer un presagio, pues aquél había nacido en Kilgarvan. . . . [Ryan] piensa en la historia decimal que ideó Condorcet; en las morfologías que propusieron Hegel, Spengler y Vico; en los hombres de Hesíodo, que degeneran desde el oro hasta el hierro. Piensa en la transmigración de las almas, doctrina que da horror a las letras célticas y que el propio César atribuyó a los druidas británicos" ("Tema" 496-97).
29. Perhaps even in light of my analysis of Bertolucci's cinematic spaces in chapter 8, one could think of Benjamin's discussion of "das Bild" (the image) in his reading of Proust ("The Image of Proust" 201-2).
30. In Weber's classic rereading of Freud's castration complex in Lacanian terms, the castration anxiety on which Freud based his defi nition of the uncanny is not literally the boy's fear of losing his penis but a restructuring of experience in which the "narcissistic categories of identity and presence are riven by a difference that can no longer subdue or command" ("The Sideshow" 216-17).
31. "Uncanny is the word always falling away from itself into its opposite, yet affi rming itself in doing so. The uncanny comes into being as a violation of the law of non-contradiction. Like a ghost, it 'is' and 'is not' " (Bernstein 1113).
32. "vastas y errantes representaciones teatrales, que requieren miles de actores y que reiteran episodios históricos en las mismas ciudades y montañas donde ocurrieron" ("Tema" 497).
into moving pictures, once-upon-a-time collides with here-and-now" (Giddings, Selby, and Wensley xiii), fi lm has equally sophisticated means to express temporal complexities (Stam, Literature and Film 21; Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation 56-68).
9. Cinematographer Vittorio Storaro evoked this ambivalence with his masterful use of light in the fi lm. He exploited the intensity of the midday summer light and the bluish muted colors of the brief interval between late afternoon and night to create highly artifi cial and artistic effects of lighting, which Bertolucci compared to the surrealistic canvases by Magritte (Ungari 63; Chaluja, Schadhauser, and Mingrone 53). Bertolucci and Storaro thus gave a painterly feel to the landscape and a stagelike appearance to Tara.
10. "Avrei voluto [che La strategia del ragno] fosse il primo fi lm prodotto dalla Regione Emilia Romagna, che allora era appena nata: il suo carattere di regionalità per me era molto importante. . . . Io credo che regionale voglia dire popolare, e che popolare voglia dire regionale" (Casetti, Bertolucci 15).
11. Vespasiano Gonzaga Colonna was born on December 6, 1531, in the town of Fondi, in Latium, the son of Luigi (Rodomonte) Gonzaga and Isabella Colonna. He was educated by his aunt Giulia Gonzaga in Naples and traveled extensively as a page to Phillip II of Spain. After his marriage to Diana Cardona in 1549, he returned for longer periods to his possessions in Sabbioneta. In the service of the emperor, Vespasiano took part in numerous campaigns, including a siege-tour of the Papal castles of Tivoli, Agnani, Volpiano, and Vicovaro, when fi ghting against Pope Paul IV and his French allies. After the death of Diana in 1559, he married Anna of Aragon, with whom he fathered Isabella and Luigi. Anna died in 1567 and Luigi in 1580. Vespasiano was elevated to viceroy of Navarre and Valencia and during his term built fortresses in Spain and North Africa. In 1577 he was elevated to the rank of duke. He did not have any children with his third wife, Margherita Gonzaga, and the resulting lack of heirs irreparably damaged the independent future of the small ducato and consigned it to a long period of decadence. Vespasiano died in 1591. For more detailed biographical information see Agosta Del Forte; and Marani.
12. As Stefano Mazzoni and Ovidio Guaita point out, the Latin aphorism recurred in both Scamozzi's Idea dell'architettura universale and in books 3 and 5 of Serlio's treatise Libri cinque d'architettura (54).
13. By collating Augustus and Aeneas in his own persona, Vespasiano erased all distinctions between the province of fi ction and that of history, simultaneously elevating history into the atemporality of myth and incorporating myth into the reality of lived history. The mythic origin of Vespasiano is emphasized in the Camerino di Enea, in the Palazzo del giardino ("Garden Palace"), with its cycles of frescoes inspired by the fi rst six books of the Aeneid (Ventura 68-70; Grötz 153-79). The decorations of Vespasiano's Palazzo ducale furnish the historical counterpart to the Palazzo del giardino's mythical representations. For the center of government and political action (as opposed to the Garden Palace's otium), Vespasiano commissioned and collected portraits aimed at commemorating the antiquity of the Gonzaga lineage, with a clear intent of dynastic celebration and diplomatic homage (Ventura, "Vespasiano e i Gonzaga" 208-19; Grötz 153). Though Vespasiano underscored the Gonzagas' historical origins in the ducal palace, he never overlooked his family's idealization according to classical models. Leone Leoni's bronze statue of Vespasiano, originally erected in front of the palace, displays Vespa-into a circle establishes a mathematical as well as metaphysical correspondence between man and the universe, man and God, microcosm and macrocosm. The Vitruvian man-illustrated by Leonardo, Francesco di Giorgio, F. Giorgi, Cesare Cesarano, Fra Giocondo-elevates man to universal dimensions at the same time in which the universe becomes accessible to man. . . . The human shape founds all centered design, regardless of whether it is the design of a temple or of an ideal city") (290).
22. By developing the dreams of ideal cities designed to mirror organic and rational aesthetic theories, these thinkers partook of the inspiration that created the literary utopias of the Renaissance. See, for example, the utopias by Thomas More, Anton Francesco Doni, Tommaso Campanella, Ludovico Agostini, and Francesco Patrizi.
23. The Sala dei circhi (also known as Camera di Filemone e Bauci) in Vespasiano's Garden Palace illustrates the superimposition of the notion of the ideal city onto the nostalgic model of ancient Rome. On a wall between two windows overlooking Piazza Castello is a fresco of an ideal townscape that repeats the view one sees from these windows (Ventura 65). On the opposite wall, facing the villa's garden, there is a corresponding fresco of a picturesque landscape. The other two walls show paintings of Rome's Circus Maximus and Circus Flaminius. Rome, Sabbioneta, and the ideal city engage in a game of mirrors and mutual refl ections-a play of controlled perspectives, historical references, and cultural echoes that emphasize "man's" ability to direct and bring to ideal perfection the environment in which he lives.
24. Carpeggiani writes, "La prospettiva . . . [è] operazione oggettiva fondata su canoni codifi cati e immutabili, rappresentazione di uno spazio che ha nel suo centro l'uomo" ("Perspective . . . [is] an objective operation based on codifi ed and immutable principles. It is the representation of a space that has man at its center") (11).
25. In spite of these variations, the city's "navel" was still identifi ed by a column with a statue of Pallas Athena. On the anthropomorphization of the city according to the model of the Vitruvian man see Le Mollé 290-91.
Forster writes:
A pre-established system is refracted, namely at once spelled out and broken. The Piazza Grande does not open upon axial approach, the small irregular square be tween Palazzo Ducale and the Incoronata is visually closed to all sides, several streets, including the main artery show a deliberately "slanted" recession of their facades, all end in L-or T-traps. While the main street breaks twice upon entering either gate, as Alberti had recommended over a century before, the trap-endings of all other streets as well as their diagonal slanting can hardly be taken as a primary means of defense strategy. Among other things, it would have proved at least as diffi cult to man and defend such a "trap" as it was to enter and conquer it. Vespasiano certainly knew better in matters of military architecture, yet it is equally certain that these "irregularities" at Sabbioneta are planned. (Forster, "From 'Rocca' " 16) 27. Surrounded by walls and endowed with a major shrine at their center, cities such as Troy, Babylon, and Jerusalem inspired the walled city motif common to labyrinth design. For a more detailed discussion of the connections between the image of the city and that of the labyrinth see Pennick 36; Vercelloni 9; and especially Santarcangeli 66-70.
